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Libertarian Media from New Mexico
(not necessarily endorsed by LPNM)

Hemp TV – Tuesdays at 7 PM
myspace.com/hemp_tv

The One Party State – Wednesdays at 11 PM
Contact Lance Klafeta [ lklafeta@yahoo.com ] for details

Reeferhead – Saturdays at 6 PM
myspace.com/reeferheadtv

The Fringe Element
thefringeelement.net / postpubco.com

The LPNM's Candidates

State Representative, District 16 – Mike Blessing

THE LPNM OFFICIAL WEBSITE – lpnm.us 
LPNM OFFICIAL MAILING ADDRESS

AND PHONE NUMBER
918 Ivory Road SE

Rio Rancho, NM 87124
505-288-4228

Events at a Glance
Bernalillo  County  –  The  BCLP  stages  one  no-host  dinner 
meeting per month, on Thursday, 5 May, 6:00 to 8:00 PM at the 
Sizzler (7212 Menaul NE, two blocks east of  Louisiana – see 
here for a Google map: tinyurl.com/sizzler-abqnm). Contact Mike 
Blessing for details [  lpbcnm@gmail.com /  505-515-7015 ],  or 
see the BCLP website – lpnm.us/bernalillo.

Catron County – Incoming State Chair Mike Blessing appointed 
Bruce and Elisheva Levin to form an organizing committee to 
determine the county chair.

If you live in a county with an inactive affiliate and want to 
get involved, contact the county chair. See Page 7 for a list 
of county chairs, campus contacts and Central Committee 
members.

Special Events
Central Committee Meeting, 12 June 2011

Central Committee Meeting, 11 September 2011
Central Committee Meeting, 11 December 2011

Location – Quarters BBQ at 3700 Ellison NW in Albuquerque – 
see  tinyurl.com/27rhyrn for  map  and  directions.  Caucus 
members  and  County  Chairs  are  encouraged  to  attend. 
Lunch at 12:00 PM, meeting from 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM. Agendas 
will be posted online at  the LPNM's blog – lpofnm.blogspot.com.

Other Groups to Network With
Thursday,  5  May,  Wednesday,  5:00  –  7:00  PM: The  Rio 
Grande Foundation hosts Liberty on the Rocks in Farmington at 
the St. Clair  Winery (5150 East Main Street – see here for a 
map:  tinyurl.com/4km8v5q) in the San Juan Room. The featured 
speaker will be Rio Grande Foundation President Paul Gessing. 
See this page for details – tinyurl.com/4kufc6t.

Tuesday,  10 May, 5:00 – 7:00 PM: Friends of  Capitalism will 
meet at the Rio Chama Steakhouse in Santa Fe (414 Old Santa 
Fe Trail – see here for map: tinyurl.com/4dgcxjk.) Parking will be 
at  a  premium,  please  come  early.  For  details,  contact  Jim 
McCaughey [ friendsofcapitalism@yahoo.com ].

Thursday, 19 May, 5:00 – 7:00 PM: The Rio Grande Foundation 
hosts  Liberty  on  the  Rocks  in  Albuquerque  at  Vivace  (3118 
Central Ave SE – see here for a Google map: tinyurl.com/vivace-
abqnm). For details, contact Rio Grande Foundation President 
Paul Gessing – 

505-264-6090 / pgessing@riograndefoundation.org

 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

“Once you've taken a public stand you know is right, never back 
down;  anything  less  than  a  rock-hard  stance  will  allow  your 
enemies to nibble you to death.”
– L. Neil Smith, Tactical Reflections 
   [ lneilsmith.com/tactical.html ] 
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People  who  become  enthusiastic  supporters  of  the  freedom 
philosophy  often  ask  how the  case  for  individual  liberty,  free 
markets,  and  constitutionally  limited  governments  can  be 
successfully spread across the land. How can it triumph over the 
prevailing system of governmental paternalism?

In frustration and despair they point out that the interventionist-
welfare state has its advocates and indoctrinators everywhere in 
society. Whether they are in the overnment-run schools, or on 
the television news shows and in the pages of newspapers and 
mass-circulation magazines, or in the pulpits of too many of our 
churches, or in armies of special-interest groups feeding at the 
trough of government spending – no matter where we turn the 
supporters  of  intrusive,  regulating,  redistributive  government 
dominate the arena of ideas and the battlefield of politics. 

To  defeat  these  forces  of  political  coercion  and  control,  it  is 
sometimes said, we have to devise a strategy and plan of action 
to which all friends of freedom must apply themselves. In other 
words,  it  is  implied that  the proponents of  limited government 
and  the  free-market  society  must  design  a  central  plan  for 
winning liberty in which everyone must find his place, like a cog 
in the machinery advancing the cause of freedom. In fact, there 
is not, nor can there be, such a central plan for winning liberty.

We  need  to  remember  why  socialist  central  planning  was 
unworkable and inevitably bound to fail.  During the heyday of 
collectivism in the first half of the twentieth century, free-market 
economists like Ludwig von Mises and F. A. Hayek swam against 
the intellectual  and ideology currents of  the time and showed 
that socialism lacked the ability to solve the most fundamental of 
economic problems.  They explained  that  no matter  how well-
intentioned,  knowledgeable,  and  wise  we  might  assume  the 
central  planners  to  be,  they  could  never  have  sufficient 
information and insight to know all they’d need to know to plan 
all the economic activities of all the people in any contemporary 
society.

Hayek,  in  particular,  emphasized  that  in  any society  in  which 
there  is  a  division of  labor  there is,  by necessity,  a  matching 
division  informed,  knowledgeable,  and  expert  about,  at  most, 
handful of  things,  while remaining ignorant about all  the other 
aspects of life on which our social, intellectual, and material well-
being depends. The superiority of the free market is that it leaves 
each individual at liberty to apply his knowledge, abilities, and 
creativity  as  he  sees  fit,  yet  at  the  same  time  succeeds  in 
coordinating  all  that  everyone  does  through  the  incentives  of 
profit  and  loss  and  the  communication  network  of  the 
competitively generated price system.

How,  then,  can we  ever  expect  to  win  liberty  through central 
planning?  We  would  be  handicapping  all  our  efforts  by 
subordinating  them to  the  knowledge,  wisdom,  and insight  of 
those who would construct the blueprint to which the rest of us 
would  be  required  to  more  or  less  conform.  The  goal  of 
establishing the free society can never be achieved through the 
application of such collectivist methods.

The  methodology  of  winning  freedom  was  a  topic  to  which 
Leonard Read, the founder of FEE, devoted a lot of his attention 
over the decades. He reminded us that the one over whom we 
each have the most influence is oneself. To succeed in this battle 
of ideas we must begin with a process of self-education. Each of 
us,  to  the  best  of  our  abilities,  must  learn  and  master  the 
meaning of freedom in its various social, economic, and political 
aspects.  This  also  requires  us  to  clearly  comprehend  the 
meaning  of  collectivism,  regardless  of  whether  it  is  called 
socialism,  communism,  fascism,  interventionism,  welfare-
statism, the “middle way,” or “liberalism.”

Know What You’re Talking About
The more  and better  educated  we  are in  the  philosophies  of 
freedom and collectivism, the more and better we can articulate 
the case for individual liberty and identify any proposal or policy 
that promulgates political paternalism. Furthermore, the greater 
our knowledge and power of  articulation in these matters,  the 
more  we  will  seem  the  type  of  person  that  others  may  be 
interested  in  listening  to  and  learning  from.  No  one  turns  to 
someone who seems not to know what he is talking about, or 
who  cannot  persuasively  explain  the  issues  involved  in  any 
discussion.
 

Since none of us can become masters of everything, each of us 
must find that niche where our interest,  inclination,  and ability 
give  us  the  greatest  comparative  dvantage.  And  where, 
precisely,  is  that  niche?  Each  person  must  answer  that  for 
himself, sometimes discovering it only through trial and error.
 

We also need to appreciate that the same argument for freedom 
will  not  work equally on every person we talk  to.  There is no 
single button to push to get others to see the cogency of  the 
freedom  philosophy.  Some  will  find  persuasive  an  argument 
about the “fundamental rights of man.” Others may be more like 
the man from Missouri, who says “show me.” For such a person, 
a more “utilitarian” argument about the market’s ability to “deliver 
the goods” or handle various “social problems” better than any 
form of state intervention will carry greater persuasive force. Still 
others  might  be  more  easily  reasoned  with  by  historical 
examples of how free markets and free men have successfully 
operated  in  the  past,  compared  to  government  control  and 
regulation in more contemporary times.
 

In responding to people in discussion or debate, each of us must 
find that arena of ideas in which we feel most comfortable and 
knowledgeable. Likewise, each of us must find those people in 
our circle of friends, family members, co-workers, and associates 
who seem most likely to be open and receptive to what we have 
to say. Surely, no one can know this other than each of us as 
individuals in our respective corners of society. 

Leonard Read also reminded us that no one likes it if it seems 
that something is being pushed down his throat. Our enthusiasm 
for  making  the  case  for  freedom  should  be  tempered  with 
patience and appreciation that for many the full implications of 
freedom and responsibility take time to absorb and accept.
 

At the end of the day, if freedom is achieved it will be done by 
winning  over  enough  people  one  person  at  a  time  through 
reason, persuasion, and example. It is not an easy task, but it is 
the only way that is consistent with the principles of freedom we 
hold so dear.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

"The more laws and order are made prominent, the more thieves 
and robbers there will be."
– Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching
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There Is No Central Plan
for Winning Liberty

by Richard M. Ebeling
[ reberling@fee.org ]
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2011 Annual State Convention Report

After  the  registration  and  sign-in  time,  State  Party  Chair  Jay 
Vandersloot convened the Business Session around 1:00 PM. 

In  the  Business  Session,  we  discussed  the  aftermath  of  the 
Woodruff  lawsuits,  fundraising  ideas  (raffles),  elected  a  new 
Central Committee (see Page 7), and then amended the LPNM 
Constitution  and  Bylaws  (the  updated  version  is  soon  to  be 
online).  We  adjourned  the  Business  Session  fifteen  minutes 
early, so as to keep the rest of the Convention on track with the 
posted agenda.

Next  we  had  a  brainstorming  session  about  rebuilding  and 
upgrading  the  Party's  infrastructure  and  operations.  Some  of 
those  ideas  we  talked  about  during  that  session  I've  already 
implemented – the YouTube channel, for example. As has been 
the case for several years now, readers of  New Mexico Liberty 
are entitled to print off as many copies as they please, for leaving 
on  the  magazine  tables  at  various  offices  (doctors,  dentists, 
realtors, car repair shops – use your imagination here!), handing 
out at sympathetic events. We talked about upgrading the LPNM 
website,  setting  up  an  account  with  ConstantContact  (done!), 
and printing up one-page flyers or postcards.

One of the more important strategies brought up by Vice-Chair 
Elisheva Levin is that we should target the youth vote. I  can't 
agree  more  –  I'd  like  to  start  something  at  the  Frontier 
Restaurant on the second Thursday of each month specifically 
aimed at college students.

After  the  brainstorming  hour,  we  had  the  honor  of  being 
addressed by Jim Libertarian Burns,  one of  those seeking the 
LP's presidential nomination for next year's election. For the first 
part,  Jim was dressed in  Colonial  garb  and gave us  a  bit  of 
Patrick Henry's famous speech. For the second part, he told us 
his strategy about how a Libertarian president could work with 
the Congress to further  the cause of  Liberty.  Jim's  website  is 
right here -- jimburnsforpresident.com.

After we had a no-host dinner, our keynote speaker was Paul 
Gessing  of  the  Rio  Grande  Foundation,  which  turned  into  a 
brainstorming  session  about  furthering  the  cause  of  Liberty.  I 
look forward to working more with Paul in the future.

Rebuilding and Upgrading the LPNM

I want to remake the Party into an activists' party, with the intent 
of supporting the central task of taking the libertarian message to 
the general public. Running partisan candidates are a way to do 
that, but not the only way. Here's some resources and tips for the 
membership to help spread the word and develop their rhetorical 
talents.

• I've  created  a  YouTube  channel  for  the  LPNM  – 
youtube.com/nmliberty. This will  be for posting videos that 
support the libertarian message. These include, but are not 
limited to, recordings of speakers at LPNM conventions. If 
you're  good  with  a  camcorder,  I  hereby  solicit  your 
submissions here.

• The  LPNM  blog  remains  active  –  lpofnm.blogspot.com. 
Again,  I  humbly solicit  submissions for this blog (and this 
newsletter!)  in the form of  original  articles,  cartoons, etc., 
that you've done.

• I  encourage  all  LPNM  members  to  post  notices  to  their 
pages  on  Facebook,  Myspace,  wherever,  of  local  LP 
meetings in their area. I've got a few people on my personal 
pages, but we can reach more people if others follow suit in 
this. If there aren't any local LP meetings in your area, feel 
free to start one – it's not that difficult. What do you have to 
lose by making the effort?

• The Facebook group that I  set  up for the LPNM remains 
active. The Myspace group is unavailable at the moment, as 
Myspace  is  apparently  revamping  their  setup  for  that 
particular feature.  The [LPNM-discuss] Yahoo!  Group also 
remains active as an open forum.

What  can  you  do  and  what  can  you  “get  away with”  on  my 
watch? I think that it's best if we apply libertarian principles to the 
Party's internal workings as well  as to our rhetoric and to the 
policies we advocate. So you're pretty much good to go if you 
meet these three conditions:

• You're not breaking any public laws – especially the malum 
in se ones.

• You're not violating the Non-Aggression Principle.

• You're  not  advocating  violations  of  the  Non-Aggression 
Principle.

I  maintain  that  that  Libertarian  candidates,  officeholders  or 
appointed spokespersons at all levels of government or the Party 
should refrain from advocating new or more restrictive laws, new 
or more expensive spending programs, or new or higher taxes. 
To paraphrase from the medical profession, “First, do no harm.”

Recently (28 April), Ron Bjornstad and I met with staffers from 
the Bernalillo County Bureau of Elections – part of the County 
Clerk's Office. Things could be looking up on our dealings with 
them and the Secretary of State. I'll say more about that in future 
columns.
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 “A ship in port is safe, but that's not what ships are
   built for.”
– Rear Admiral Grace Murray Hopper, USN (ret.)

Voice of the Chair
by Mike Blessing

[ lpnm.chair@gmail.com ] 
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(This is an updated version of an article that first appeared in the 
November, 2005, issue of New Mexico Liberty.)

Where do you start in your endeavors to spread the libertarian 
message? At the beginning, of course.

Have  you  told  your  friends  and  family  about  the  ideals  of 
libertarianism? You might be afraid  of  doing this,  thinking that 
they will think you've lost your mind. Not to fear – yes, some of 
them will tell  you that. Others will agree with you to a degree. 
The best way to sum it up is to say that "as long as you're not 
hurting anyone else, you have the right to live as you like, do 
what you want.  You'll be surprised at how many times this gets 
the point across – I certainly was while trying to explain this to 
potential  girlfriends.  (Proof  positive  that  being  a  libertarian 
doesn't scare away potential mates – I'm still looking for other 
reasons.)

How many letters to the editor have you written? There are three 
basic criteria to consider when writing them:

• Is it concise? How many words do you need to get the point 
across? Most newspaper editors will cut you off at around 
200 words. I find it's best to keep the word count below 150.

• Is it topical? How well does your letter's topic fit in with the 
issues of the day?

• Does it  have some humor? It  can't  hurt  to have fun with 
politics, and humor can get your point across when being 
serious all the time will put your readership to sleep.

Even if  your letters aren't  printed, keep them on file and keep 
submitting them. You can set up a weblog ("blog") of them on a 
service such as Blogspot, Typepad, Wordpress, or Xanga.

Have you considered sponsoring a cable-access TV show, such 
as the ones that Bill Koehler and I have been doing since 1998? 
It's easier than it looks, and the stations will train you on how to 
use the equipment.

If you don't want to do a live show as we do, they will accept pre-
recorded materials as well. You can get a camcorder and make 
your own documentary about the local political scene, and give it 
a spin favoring free markets.

Even if you don't want to make your own show, there are lots of 
outfits that offer materials suitable for this format. Laissez Faire 
Books has copies of  John Stossel's ABC specials available in 
both DVD and VHS formats. Milton Friedman's PBS series Free 
to Choose is also good here, as well as the materials available 
from Gun Owners of America.

There  are  a few libertarian-oriented  video  blogs  (“vlogs”)  that 
offer content at no charge. Adam Kokesh's YouTube channel is 
one  –  see  youtube.com/adamkokesh for  what  he's  doing.  To 
save the clip in question, simply add the word “save” to the clip's 
URL between the “/” and the letter “y” as such:

http://saveyoutube.com/watch?v=6x50nqKAVEA 

That will redirect you to a site that will let you download the clip 
in one of  several formats. Once it's on your hard drive, it  can 
then be burned to DVD and copies passed out. Or you could 
burn those video clips you shot for your cable-access show to 
DVD and / or post them to your own YouTube channel. Once it's 
on YouTube, you can embed it in postings to your blog.

Maybe you would be better at the radio venue. Every so often, 
local radio stations will lose a host for whatever reason, leaving 
you an opening to apply for. If you're not available for that kind of 
radio, try blogtalkradio.com, where you can host your very own 
channel – like an audio version of a YouTube channel.

Have you considered running for  elected office? For a  run at 
state representative or state senator, it only takes about 150-300 
signatures to get on the ballot. Asking for signatures can be the 
first stumbling block here, but once you're past that, you're on 
the  ballot.  This  is  especially  important  in  races  where  the 
incumbent is unopposed, as you can make the LPNM into the 
Party  of  Opposition,  with  very  little  money spent.  And lots  of 
Democrats and Republicans run for re-election unopposed.

Some (non-partisan) things you can get involved in (along with 
the partisan stuff for the LPNM, I hope):

The  Simon  Jester  Project:  I've  featured  this  in  New  Mexico 
Liberty before,  but  it  deserves  a  repeat  mention  here.  See 
simonjester.org  for details.

Jury nullification: Inform your friends and family that they have 
the right and duty to vote their consciences on the law of  the 
case in question, as well as the facts. Is it a good law? Does the 
punishment specified fit the crime? If not, you (and they) have 
the right to vote to acquit. One percent of the population voting to 
acquit  against  bad  laws can start  getting these things off  the 
books. See fija.org for more information.

Hemp TV – the crew and host there are the libertarian camp for 
the most part. Spread the word about the show, or if you want to 
get more involved, contact the show's crew and volunteer to help 
out. The drug front of the War on Americans must be exposed for 
what it  is – the sanctioning of  certain murders – and Cindy & 
crew need your help to do it. See myspace.com/hemp_tv for 
details.

Gun rights – most politicians (YES, even Republicans) view the 
right to own and carry weapons as anathema to "public order.” 
Most of  them see guns in hands other than their  own (or the 
cops') as pointed at them, and for good reason, considering the 
idiocies, insanities and evils they inflict on everyone else through 
taxes and regulations. Join a gun group or two, even if it is the 
NRA. (Gun Owners of America is far better, in my opinion, where 
politics  is  concerned.)  Get  a  gun  or  three  and  practice  your 
shooting.  Get  to  that  range  and  fire  a  few  boxes  of  ammo 
downrange. Then take a friend shooting.

The  "culture  war"  –  take  a  friend  to  see  Serenity,  or  V  for 
Vendetta,  or  the  possible  upcoming  Repairman  Jack  movie. 
Hand that friend a copy of a book by L. Neil Smith, Victor Milan, 
Michael Flynn, Kathryn Graham, or Vernor Vinge. 

All of the things I've suggested here don't cost all that much, and 
don't require a lot of effort. Some of them can be quite fun. I'm 
also open to hear about other things that the membership has 
thought up along these lines.

What's stopping you?

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

“An example of a more incentive compatible system is gambling. 
While  people  often  gamble  irrationally,  gambling  still  tends  to 
draw out more beliefs and less hope than mere discussion. By 
placing a wager, you tie your opinion to a personal gain or loss, 
so you care whether you are correct. Hence 'Wanna bet?' really 
means 'Do you actually think that, or are you just saying it?', and 
its a great way to call the windbag’s bluff. People offer absurd 
opinions much more often than they make idiotic wagers.”
– Patri Friedman
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Getting Started
by Mike Blessing

[ mikewb1971@gmail.com ]
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Smoking  cigarettes  used  to  be  the  number-one  preventable 
health risk factor in America. Now it is obesity. Today, one in 10 
Americans is diabetic. If current trends continue, that number will 
be one in three by 2050. Some researchers estimate that one 
third  of  all  expenses  for  health  care  service can be  linked to 
obesity.

Statistics  show  that  obesity  is  concentrated  in  the  poorer 
segments of our population. Two reason for this are 1) unhealthy 
foods are cheaper and more available; and 2) the vast majority 
of mainstream media advertising by 'Big Food' entices people to 
eat highly processed, sugar-laden, preservative-added foods.

A reduction is our peoples' waistlines would not only cut costs of 
health  care  but  would  increase national  productivity.  To  put  it 
bluntly  and  in  the  most  politically  incorrect  phrasing  possible, 
who is more productive: an American weighing 400 pounds who 
has diabetes and cannot stand for long because his knees need 
replacement,  or  a  125-pound  Asian  man  who  hasn't  seen  a 
doctor in years?

Obesity stands intersection of fiscal policy and health policy. At 
present,  Washington  is  subsidizing  'Big  Food'  to  addict  us  to 
foods  that  make us  obese.  We believe  that  individual  choice 
must  be preserved in  a  free society,  but  under  a block  grant 
proposal  states  would  have  the  freedom  to  experiment  with 
innovative ways to promote health,  including the promotion of 
fruits  and  vegetables.  Imagine  the  impact  on  those  receiving 
government food support if apples were cheaper, more available 
and more attractive than Cheetos.

Policymakers can reform the federal role as it  relates to food, 
thus  creating  a  win-win  in  reduced  costs  and  increased 
productivity.

Paul Gessing is the president and Deane Waldman, MD-MBA, is 
on the board of New Mexico's Rio Grande Foundation. The Rio  
Grande Foundation is an independent, non-partisan, tax-exempt  
research and educational  organization dedicated to promoting  
prosperity  for  New  Mexico  based  on  principles  of  limited  
government, economic freedom and individual responsibility.

Billboard Sign Near Clovis, NM

This was emailed to me recently (29 April). Notice that the sign 
doesn't  provide  support  for  the  anti-libertarian  aspects  of  the 
conservative mindset –  nativism, interventionism and religious 
dominionism.  Nor  any  of  the  “birther”  stuff,  which  is  getting 
kookier by the day.

For those wanting a larger-sized version,  I've re-saved it  as a 
PNG (lossless) file to my Photobucket account –

tinyurl.com/3jgd698
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The intersection between government policy and food has been 
a hot topic these days. At the same time, President Obama and 
Republicans in Washington are engaged in a struggle over how 
to resolve trillion-dollar annual deficits. The two are connected.

Needless to say,  there is no single or simple and certainly no 
painless solution to our deficit problem. The good news, however 
is  that  getting  the  federal  government  out  of  the  food 
subsidization and distribution business would be good not only 
for our bloated government, but good for our bloated waistlines 
as well.

Even in the budgetary never-neverland that is Washington, $16 
billion in annual spending is real money. This is the amount the 
federal government gives out every year in agriculture subsidies. 
Under current law, a vast majority of those subsidies are given to 
corn for meat production, with wheat, rice, dairy, and sugar all 
receiving significant subsidies. Notice the absence of subsidies 
for fruits and vegetables.

Congress  supports  these  crops,  not  in  support  of  the  public 
interest  or  because  of  any  particular  logic.  Rather,  big-
commodity agriculture has the money to pay for lobbyists while 
actual "family farmers" don't.

Agriculture subsidies are not the only way in which the federal 
government manipulates food policies for the worse. According 
to a recent report from the Archives of Pediatric and Adolescent 
Medicine,  the  federal  government's  school  lunch  program 
contributes to childhood obesity.

Similar concerns have been raised about the federal food stamp 
program including a report by Jay Zagorsky, a scientist at Ohio 
State  University,  who  calculated  that,  controlling  for 
socioeconomic status, women who received food stamps were 
more likely to be overweight than non-recipients.  They gained 
weight faster while receiving assistance than when not.

Rep. Paul Ryan's budget would block grant food stamps (known 
as SNAP) at an annual savings of $12.7 billion over the next 10 
years, thus allowing the states to manage their own food stamp 
programs. Similar policies could and should be applied to the 
school lunch program as well.

Block  grants,  while  they  generate  outrage  from  those  who 
benefit  from the status quo,  would allow states to experiment 
and  attempt  new  models  that  have  had  great  success,  for 
example in welfare. According to the USA Today, In the 12 years 
since caseloads peaked at 5.1 million families in 1994, millions 
have left the welfare rolls for jobs. Earnings for the poorest 40 
percent  of  families  headed  by  women  doubled  from  1994  to 
2000, before recession wiped out nearly half the gains. Poverty 
rates for children fell 25 percent before rising 10 percent since 
2000.

Simply  put,  the  same  thing  can  happen  to  food  welfare 
programs.  Again,  these  reforms can  be  "win-win."  We simply 
don't  have  the  money as  a  nation  to  continue  them  in  their 
current form. Giving states more flexibility to manage their own 
affairs  could  result  in  reduced  obesity  and  overall  nutrition 
improvement.

Their View: Cut the bloat:
 Ours as well as Washington's

by Paul Gessing and Dr. Deane Waldman, MD 
28 April 2011 – scsun-news.com/ci_17946781

Liberty, Opportunity, Prosperity
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Administrivia
by Mike Blessing, Editor and Publisher

If you have news, interesting stories, op-ed pieces, a letter 
to the editor, or timely information that you think belongs in 
the newsletter, please send it along. I can be contacted at 
505-515-7015,  or  just  send  it  to  email  address 
mikewb1971@gmail.com.

When sending your submission as an MS Word (or Open 
Office Text) file, send it single-spaced in 9-pt Arial – like 
this is. Margins should be half-inch (0.5”) around, with no 
headers  or  footers.  If  you send it  in  a  text-only  format, 
make it  clear  to  me if  you want  anything in  bold type, 
underlined,  in italics, struck-through,  different  colors, etc. 
I’m  not  telepathic  here,  so  help  me  out.  And  NO 
Wordperfect files, NO .docx files – I can't open those.

Graphics  (pictures,  cartoons,  etc.)  –  send  the  highest 
quality  graphics  you  can  –  email  them  to  me  at  the 
address above, and I’ll do what I can to get them in the 
next issue. In particular, what I want are pictures of YOU 
the LPNM members, either at LPNM-sponsored events or 
at  other  peoples'  events.  Submission deadline  for  each 
issue – midnight, third Tuesday of the month.

Articles
As for writing your article, It should be concise (no longer 
than  a  full  page)  and  topical.  A  bit  of  humor  helps, 
especially for op-ed pieces. What I'm really looking for in 
the way of articles is what's going on in the LPNM – what 
YOU the membership are up to in spreading the message. 
For example, an article about the stupidity,  insanity and 
evil  of the UN might get put in, depending on available 
space  and  the  quality  of  the  article.  A group  of  LPNM 
members counter-protesting the raising of  a UN flag by 
the city council WILL get put in, and probably will get first 
priority.

Editorial Viewpoint
The basis  for  libertarian thought  is  the Non–Aggression 
Principle [ZAP] –

A  libertarian  is  someone  who  believes  that  no 
human  being  has  the  right  –  under  any 
circumstances  –  to  initiate  force  against  another 
human  being,  nor  to  threaten  or  delegate  its 
initiation.

New  Mexico  Liberty  holds  that  Libertarian  candidates, 
officeholders or appointed spokespersons at all levels of 
government  or the Party should refrain  from advocating 
new  or  more  restrictive  laws,  new  or  more  expensive 
spending  programs,  or  new  or  higher  taxes.  To 
paraphrase  from  the  medical  profession,  “First,  do  no 
harm.”

Submissions Policy
The editor reserves the right to refuse service to anyone 
for  any reason.  The editor  will  most  often be  willing to 
explain any such reasons. Appeals of the editor's refusal 
to  post  an  advertisement,  article,  letter  to  editor,  or 
anything else can be made to the LPNM's State Chair, 
Central Committee and/or Judicial Council. 

Copyright
Copyright  ©  2011,  Libertarian Party  of  New Mexico.  All 
rights  reserved.  Permission  is  explicitly  granted  for 
subscribers  to  recopy  New  Mexico  Liberty  for  non-
commercial purposes, specifically as use as an outreach 
tool. Use your imagination here.

Subscriptions and Correspondence
New Mexico Liberty  will  be posted  to  the web,  in  PDF 
format, to various locations – 

groups.yahoo.com/group/nmliberty/files/

tinyurl.com/4zfy482

Advertising in New Mexico Liberty
Current rates for year-long spots

Business card Ø10.00

Rates are subject to change at the discretion of the editor. 
The editor will do his best to make any such changes only 
when absolutely necessary.

Ø – The symbol for Federal Reserve Note(s), as used by 
Boston T. Party in his books. In plain-text message traffic 
(such as email), the acronym “FRN” will be used by the 
editor.  See  javelinpress.com for  more  information.  Also 
see  the  Wikipedia  page  for  “Federal  Reserve  Note”  – 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve_Note.

THE LPNM OFFICIAL WEBSITE – lpnm.us 
LPNM OFFICIAL MAILING ADDRESS

AND PHONE NUMBER
918 Ivory Road SE

Rio Rancho, NM 87124
505-288-4228

THE UNANIMOUS CONSENT CHALLENGE
CASH Ø10,000 PRIZE

To  the  first  person  to  write  a  logical  and  documented 
essay showing one of the following to be compatible with 
the Declaration of Independence:

Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890
Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906

Federal Communications Act of 1934
National Firearms Act of 1934

Banking Act of 1935
The Internal Revenue Code

Controlled Substances Act of 1970
RICO Act of 1970

Federal Elections Act of 1970
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

Plumbing Products Efficiency Act of 1992
Anti-Money Laundering Act of 1992

USA PATRIOT Act of 2001
Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002

This challenge is also on the web at tinyurl.com/hn982 

To claim your prize, contact
Mike Blessing at 505-515-7015 or

send an email to mikewb1971@gmail.com
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LPNM Central Committee
Chair
Mike Blessing – 505-515-7015 / lpnm.chair@gmail.com

Vice Chair
Elisheva Levin – 575-773-4209 / elisheva@unm.edu 

Secretary
Ron Bjornstad – 505-891-4541 / rbjornstad@earthlink.net

Treasurer – Michael Simpson
505-999-9954 / michael.p.simpson@gmail.com 

District 1 Representative
John Pfersich – 505-850-9732 / jpfersich@gmail.com

District 2 Representative
Bruce Levin – 575-773-4209 / bllevin@spinn.net 

District 3 Representative
Allen Cogbill – 505-216-1611 / acogbill@geopotential.com

At-Large Representative, Seat A
Elke Mikaelian

At-Large Representative, Seat B
VACANT

At-Large Representative, Seat C
VACANT

At-Large Representative, Seat D
VACANT

At-Large Representative, Seat E
VACANT

Membership Coordinator
Ron Bjornstad – 505-288-4228 / rbjornstad@earthlink.net

Press Secretary
Bill Koehler – 505-264-0835 / bkoehler8@comcast.net

Media Director
VACANT

Campus Contacts
Central New Mexico Community College [CNM]
groups.myspace.com/cnmlibertarians 
Mike Blessing – 505-515-7015 / cnmliberty@gmail.com

Internet Resources
Official Website – lpnm.us

LPNM Discussion – groups.yahoo.com/lpnm-discuss

Blog – lpofnm.blogspot.com

Facebook group – tinyurl.com/FB-LPNM

Myspace group – groups.myspace.com/lpnm

Libertarian National Committee

For the full list, see this page – lp.org/leadership 

Region 4 Representative
Norman Olsen – 303-277-9967 / Norman.Olsen@lp.org 

Region 4 Alternate
Don Wills – Don.Wills@lp.org 

County Contacts

Bernalillo – lpnm.us/bernalillo
Mike Blessing – 505-515-7015 / lpbcnm@gmail.com 

Doña Ana – lpnm.us/dona-ana 
John Ennis – 575-571-6881 / johnennis2@gmail.com 

Lea
Christina Groth – 575-397-9366

Lincoln
Richard Obergfell – 575-378-8025 / lplcnm@valornet.com

Los Alamos
Allen Cogbill – 505-216-1611 / acogbill@geopotential.com

Luna
Marilyn Steffen – 575-936-6843 / b_lamont5@hotmail.com 

Roosevelt
Ken Sanders – 505-749-2085

San Juan
Gary Wood – zang5775@msn.com

Sandoval
Ron Bjornstad – 505-288-4228 / rbjornstad@earthlink.net

LPNM Vacancies
Central Committee (2)

At-Large Representative, Seat B
At-Large Representative, Seat E

County Contacts (23)

Chaves / Cibola / Colfax / Curry / De Baca / Eddy / Grant
Guadalupe / Harding / Hidalgo / McKinley / Mora / Otero

Quay / Rio Arriba / San Miguel / Santa Fe / Sierra
Socorro / Taos / Torrance / Union / Valencia 

College Contacts (3)

Eastern New Mexico University (Portales)
New Mexico State University (Las Cruces)

New Mexico Tech (Socorro)
University of New Mexico (Various Campuses)
Western New Mexico University (Silver City)

Contact the state chair if you're interested in filling a slot.
If you don't, who will?

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

The Law by Frederic Bastiat
See these pages – 

bastiat.org/en/the_law.html

jpfo.org/articles-assd/bastiat-the-law.htm

Also in PDF form –
jpfo.org/pdf02/bastiat-thelaw-2008.pdf  

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

“Firearms  and  painkilling  drugs  are  among  the  principle 
advancements  of  modern  humanity.  A  sorry  crew  of  US 
legislators have understood that it is their job to stand between 
human beings and these advancements made by humanity – no 
matter if it kills the human beings.”
– Mary Dolan [ marydolan.com ]
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Libertarian Party of New Mexico
Enrollment / Renewal / Donation Coupon

(Please print in all areas)

Name ___________________________________ Address ____________________________________

City ___________________________ State ________ Zip ______________ Phone _______________

Email _______________________ Employer ____________________ Occupation _________________

[  ]  I am registered to vote as “Libertarian” in the State of New Mexico and wish to [ ] join or [ ]  renew as a 
caucus member. I am paying $25 annual dues. I will receive a one year (12 issues) subscription to the LPNM 
state newsletter “New Mexico Liberty” (the national “LP NEWS” IS NOT included) and I will have delegate 
status at state conventions.  I certify that I do not advocate the initiation of force to achieve political or 
social goals.

Signed _____________________________________________

[  ] I am not registered to vote as “Libertarian” in the State of New Mexico and/or [ ] I do not wish to sign the 
statement opposing the initiation of force to achieve social or political goals. I am paying $25.00 for a one year  
(12 issues) subscription to the LPNM state newsletter  New Mexico Liberty (the national  LP News is  NOT 
included). I understand that I will receive no other benefits.

[  ] I am making a DONATION to the LPNM in the amount of $ ________ to be applied as follows:

$_____ General Fund $_____ Chairman's Fund $_____ Major Player Fund $_____ Win One Fund

TOTAL of DUES or SUBSCRIPTION plus DONATION $_________ to be paid as follows:

[  ] by enclosed CHECK payable to “LPNM” (Sorry, we cannot accept corporate checks)

[  ] by CREDIT CARD (circle one): VISA / MASTERCARD

Number: __ __ __ __-__ __ __ __-__ __ __ __-__ __ __ __ Expires: ____/____

Signature: _____________________________________________

Government mandated notices:

● The US Postal Service requires us to notify you that the annual New Mexico Liberty subscription 
cost is included in your LPNM membership dues of $25.00.

● The Internal Revenue Service requires us to print “political contributions are not tax deductible” on 
all fundraising appeals.

● The Federal  Election Commission requires us to ask for  the employer and occupation of  each 
individual whose contributions aggregate in excess of $200 in a calendar year.

The preceding notices alone should be enough reason to join the Libertarian Party,  the only political party 
working to increase your freedom.

COPY OR PRINT, FILL OUT, AND SEND TO:

LPNM c/o Ron Bjornstad
918 IVORY RD SE

RIO RANCHO NM 87124
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